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Abstract

Section 2). The differing time scaleslead m an explosion of statespace during model composition for coverification. Hybrid automata, as defined later in Section 3, were proposedfor modeling
hybrid systems[2I. Not only can each hybrid autcmaten have a
different time scale,but a hybrid automatoncan also have different
time scaleswithin eachlocation (collection of states).This feature
allows the modeling of a multi-rate systemthat has severaltimers
with different progressrates. In the hardware-softwarecontext, this
meansnot only can we model a single chip hardware (I-ASIA) and
a uniprocessorsoftware (I-CPU), but also multi-chip hardware (nASIC) and multiprocessorsoftware (m-CPU), where n,m > 0.
Another reasonfor using the hybrid automatamodel is that an
embeddeddigital system can always be perceived as a linear system, that is, the clock rares are all linear. The verification theory for
linear hybrid autmnatawas proposedby Alar et al in [2] andalready
implemented in the HyTech tool [ill. Our contribution mainly
lies in modeling embeddeddigital systemsusing the linear hybrid
automatamodel, demonstratinghow basic coverification problems
can be solved, experimenting with real examples, and proposing a
simplification strategyfor coverifying complex systems.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describessmne
related and previous work. Section 3 gives the formal definition of
a hybrid automamnand describeshow an embeddedsystemcan be
modeledby a network of hybrid automata.Section 4 presentsscune
elementarycommonly-found coverification problems and how they
are salved. A simplification strategy is also presentedfor cwerifying complex systems. Section 5 presentsan Ethernet Bridge case
study illustrating our coveritication conceptsand method. Section 6
concludesthe article with s~tnefuture work.

Hardware-softwarecodesign results of c~ncurrcnt embeddedrealtime systems are often not easily verifiable. The main difficulty
lies in-the different time-scales df the embeddedhardware, of thk
embeddedsoftware, and of the environment. This rate difference
cawes state-spaceexplosions and hence coverification has been
mostly restricted t0 the initial system specifications. Currently,
most codesign tools or methodologies only support validation in
the form of cosimulation and testing. Here, we proposea new formal coverification method basedon linear hybrid automam. The
basic problemsfound in nm~tcoveritication tasksare presentedand
solved. For complex systems,a simplification strategyis proposed
to attack state-spaceexplosions in formal covedtication. Experimental results show the feasibility of our approachand the increase
in verification scalability through the application of the proposed
method.
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Introduction

An embedded real-time systemis one which is installed in a larger
systemcalled envimnment. It is generally a compact,task-oriented,
and budget-limited system satisfying timing constraints and cost
bounds. Embeddedreal-time systemsusually have both hardware
and software interacting with each other to accomplish a specific
task. Hardware tries to satisfy timing canstraittts.and software reducesthe overall cost and provides design flexibility. The presence
of both hardware and software incurs difficukies in verifying an
embeddedreal-time system. Some c~mnt~n obstaclesfaced are:
the lack of a formal method that can specify both hardware and
software, the different time scales of the hardware, the software,
and the environment, the requirement of communication protocols
between hardware and software, synchronization mechanismsin
hardware-softwareinterfaces, and the lack of a formal verification
technology devoted to hardware-software coverification. After a
careful analysis of possible/existing verification techniques,we felt
the need of proposing a new coverhication method that can tackle
smneof the aboveproblems and has is scalableto complex systems.
The three different time scalesof an embeddedsystem and its
environment posed a great problem in previous approaches(see
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Previous

Work

Large systemscan now significantly decreasetheir overall cost by
designing parts of embeddedsystemsas software executing on a
general-purposecomputation processor.This cost reduction is desirable, but it has also createda few new problems of its own such
as the need for a communication protocol between the hardware
and software parts,more complicated fault-tolerance problems,the
myth that software can be easily changed,without any heavy consequences,and coverification problems.
Codesign is an emerging field of research that deals with designing systemsthat have both hardware and software. In the past
few years. several codesign methodologies were proposed. such
as COSMOS IS], ECOS project [I], LOTOS-basedcodesign 1151,
CMAPS 1121to name a few. Codesign tools also abound, such
as SpecSyn [IO], Ptolemy, and Polk [41, COSYMA [9I, wndex,
SAW,COWARE,and CHINOOK 171.Either a combined pmgmmming language such as VHDL with C and HardwareC, or scune
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fmmal specification language such as LOTOS, ETOILE, Esterel,
graphical FSM. and CSP are used for specifying embeddedsystems. Formal techniques have often been limited to the specilication stagesuch as formal verification of the systemspecification in
LOTOS 1151.
From the above, most codesign methodologies or tools currently validare the codesignsproduced, instead of verifring them.
Validation occurs in the fotm of cosimulation and testing. Coverification, although difficult, should not be neglected,especially in
high-consequencesystemssuch asnuclear projects,safety systems,
etc. The main pmblems facedin coverifying a design suchasdifferent time-scales,etc. were presentedin Section 1. Below, we brietly
mention two formal models that have been used for coverification
and/or codesign.namely CFSM and IPN.
Codesign FSM (CFSM) [5] is a fomml model used in the POLIS codesign tool [4]. Coverification is petfomxd by translating
CFSM into traditional FSM and existing FSM-based verification
techniques applied. The problem of different time scales is not
solved becausetraditional FSM either have no notion of time or
their extension such as T%mdAutomota 131allow specjfication of
clocks with a single uniform rate only. Inteprered Petri Nets (IPN)
were usedfor synthesizing interfacesin [I 61.Temporalconstraints
were specified by asserting a delay to a place in IPN. But, the
delays occurring in a multi-rate system must be transfomxd into
a common base rate. This transformation is not always ideal or
straightforward. Both CFSM and IPN have the sameproblem of
having to handle different time scales,either for coverification or
codesign. The hybrid aufomatamodel we use for formal coverification solves the problem of different time-scalesand at the same
time automaticcovetification can be performed. We will show how
using this model, severalcovetification problems are solved.
Funher, existing real-time systemverification tools such as Uppaal [6l, SGM (State-GraphManipulators) [ 13, 171,and others do
not explicitly distinguish hardware and softwareverification. Since
our model is basedon hybrid automata, we use the HyTech tool
[I I] developedby Henzinger, et al. HyTech is a popular tool for
verifying hybrid systems.

is a set of locations, V is a set of variables, B is a set of synchmnization labels, E is a set of edgescalled transitions, E = {ele =
(l,b,p,I’),i, I’ E L,b E B,p G fl}, where v is the set of all valuations of the variables in V, a is a labeling function that assignsto
each location a set of ocfivities which are time-invariant, and q is
a labeline function that assiensto each location I E L a” invariant
co”ditionq(l) G v’.
II
A state of a hybrid automaton H is a oair (1,~). where 1 EL
and Y is a valuatidn of the variables in V. ‘A I& df H is a finite
or infinite sequencep : cro-+:0 01 +:,
., where oi = (ii, vi), ti E
cK.>‘,fi E a(Ii), h(O) = vi,fi(t) E rl(l;)Vt,O 5 I 5 ti, and cti+t is a
transition swcessor of c$ = (li,fi(li)).
An embeddedsystemwith hardwareand softwarecanbe mapped
into a network of linear hybrid automata (LHA). In the simplest
case,one hybrid a”tomato” representsthe hardware and one representsthe software. The hardwareand software interfaces are modeled into the hardware hybrid a”tomato” (HHA) and the software
hybrid autoomato”@HA), respectively. Another form of modeling
could be mapping the hardware part into severalLHA each representing somephysical hardware component and the software part
into several LHA each representing a software process. Due to
page-limit, this part is omitted.
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4.1

Hybrid

Automata

Model

The hardware-softwaretimingcoverification approachproposedin
this article is mainly basedon the hybrid automata model. There
are various reasonsfor “sing such a model as given in Section 1.
In this section, hybrid systemsare defined and illustrated with examples, the hybrid aotomatamodel is formally defined, and two
different system models for hardware-softwarecoverification are
proposed.
The hybrid automara model was initially proposedfor hybrid
systems. A hybrid systemconsists of a discrete program with a”
analog environment [2]. For example, a thermostatwhich controls
the temperatureof a room by sensingthe temperatureand contmlling a heateris a hybrid systembecausewhen the heateris off the
tentperahtre(x) decreaseswith a rate of -Kx and when the heater
is on, the tempemtue changeswith a rate of K(h -x), where K
is a constantrelated to the mom and h is a constant related to the
power of the heater. The specification for the thermostatis that
the temperaturesho”,ld be maintained between m and M degrees
(0 < m < &4). Other examplesof hybrid systemsinclude a waterlevel monitor, timed mutual-exclusion protocol, leaking gasburner,
and a gameof billiards [I 11.Hybrid systemscan also be composed
in parallel. Linear hybridsystems arehybrid systemsthat havetheir
activities, invariants. and transition relations all expressedas linear
expressionson the systemvariables 121.
A hybrid automatoncan he fomxilly defined as follows.
Definition 1 Hybrid Automaton (HA)
A hybrid automaton(HA) is a tuple H = (L,V,B, E,a,q),

where L

4

Coveri0cation

Techniques

Using the hybrid automatamodel for a” embeddedsystem, solution techniquesare proposedfor somecommonly-found coverificelion problems.The five commonly-found elementarycoverification
problemspresentedhere include: SofrwareSynchmnizaion, Hardware Synchmnization, Sofhvare Concumncy, Hardware Concurrency, and Integrated Co&sign Altcmative VeriJsation. A sys-

tematic simplification techniquecalled SHIV (Sofnuare-Ha&an+
Interface Verification) is also presentedfor verifying complex systems. SHIV decomposesthe LHA modelsinto three parts. namely
the software, the hardware, and the interface, and ensuresthat the
systemis safeby performing verification of eachpart.
S&ware

Synchronization

I” most embeddedsystems,the software accomplishessometasks
that are costly for the hardware. Often, the hardware makesa request to the software for perfotming a taSkand waits for the software to respond. Blocking synchronization is assumedthroughout
this article becauseembeddedsystemsare generally synchronous.
Asynchrony increasescomplexity and embeddedsystemsusually
cannot afford it. The hardware after making a request waits for a
pre-specified period of time. as determinedby the system specilication or the codesign methodology. If the time limit is reached
and the softwarehas not yet responded,the hardware entersa dangerous ambiguous state and the system is unsafe. Coverification
must ensure that all such software synchronizations are successful
for the given different time scalesof the hardwareand the sofhvz~e.
Figure 1 showsa LHA simple model of a softwaresynchronization. The hardware has a relative clock rate of [S/6,7/6] and the
software (3/4,4/S]. Running the model “sing the HyTech tool, we
found that software synchronization is guaranteed only if 9h,, 2
14s-. Further analysis shows that if [hr,h.] and [sr,s.] were the
hardwareand software clock rates.respectively, then the condition
for software synchronization can be given as a parametricexpression:
s,hmax2 husmin
(1)
where h,, is the maximum time the hardware, after making arequest, will wait for the software responseand S,G~is the maximum
time the software mwt take for computation of the requestedtask
or equivalently the slowest computation delay.
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Figure I: Software Syochmtization

4.2

Hardware

Synchronization

In contraStto software synchronization, hardware synchronization
involves a minimum time that the hardwaremust wait after making
a requestto the software. This situation occurs in the execution of
periodic tasks, where the start time of two instancesof the same
tasks must he separatedby a minimum time interval. For example, when the software is responsible for digital signal processing,
if two instancesof the sametasksoverlap randomly, then the computation of the first task will be affected by the second one, thus
causing a delay in all future outputs. The situation becomesworse
when more then tu’o instancesof tbe sametask all overlap causing
a heavy workload on the processorexecuting the software. Coverification in this casemust ensure that the hardwaredoes not violate
the minimum wait time constraints.
Figure 2 shows a hybrid automata model of a hardware synchronization. The hardware and software relative clock-rate ranges
were [5/6,7/6] and [3/4,4/5], respectively. The model specification was executed using HyTech and the results obtained: hardware synchronization is guaranteedwhen the parametriccondition
25s,, 2 24h,, is satisfied. Further analytical study shows that
if the hardware and software clock-rate ranges were [h,, hu] and
[sr,s.], respectively, then the hardware synchronization is guamnteed only if the following condition is satisfied.

Figure 3: Software Concurrency

The clock rates for each contiguration of the m-processorsystem
(m 2 I) must be estimated.The hardware waits for someminimum
time period after making B request. By increasing the quantity of
processors,the software performance could be improved to give
results within the hardwareminimum time period.
Figure 3 shows a hybrid automatamodel for a system with one
hardware and three possible software configurations: l-processor,
2-processor,and 3.processorsystems.The hardware relative clock
rate is assumedto be [3/5,2/3] end that of the software contigurations [l/4.3/7], [l/2.2/31. and [3/4.4/51, respectively. A sub-linear
increasein computing power of the software configurations is assumed.If k,, is the maximum hardware wait-time time andsmbis
the slowest sofhvare computation period, then on running through
HyTech either one of the following holds: (1) all the three contigurations are safe if k- > 3s,;“, m (2) only the l-processor system
is not safe if h,, > Zs,;., or (3) only the 3-processorsystem is
safeif hmnr> s,,,in.
Dependingon the particular task at hand, km and s,,,;ncould be
estimatedend the degreeof software concurrencyobtained through
coverification.

where s- is the maximum computation time of the software and
k,,,;” is the minimum wait-time of the hardware.
4.3

4.4

If a multiprocessor systemis within cost constraints for executing
the software, a natural question that arises is how many computetion processorsmust be used to speedup softwareexecution in order to cope with hardware requirementsand thus guaranteea safe
and feasible system. This question can be answeredthrough Sofrwar72Concw7wzcyCoveri*tian (EC). Softwareconcurrencycov.
erification mainly derives parametric conditions that must be satisfied by a m-processorsystem (m > 1) to ensure a safe system.

HardWCUE

Concurrency

In contmstto software concurrency caverification, which increases
software performance to meet hardware requirements, Hardware
Concurrency Coverificalion (HCC) decreasesthe hardware cost to
meet both the cost end software requirements. Often a cheaper,
slower hardware could satisfy all timing requirements in an embeddedsystem. Opting for such a hardware could decreaseovemJl
systemcost,thus leaving more budget for other embeddedsystems.
Hardwareconcurrencycoverification derivespammetic conditions
for eachhardware-softwareconfiguration end the verification engineer could then decide on one particular configuration that meets
the timing requirements.
Figure 4 shows the LHA model of hardware concurrency coverification with three hardware configurations HI, Hz, and Hj and
one software configuration (5’). The hardware clock rates are respectively [l/4,3/7], [l/2,2/3], end [3/4,4/5] and that of the software is [3/5,2/3]. Supposethat k,,,h,, k,;.,,and h,,,!,, are the respectiveminimum time that the hardwareconfigurations must wait
(see Hardware Synchronization Caverification in SubSection4.2)
and smarbe the maximum computation time of software. Running
this model through HyTech, we obtain the result that the system
configumtions are safe only if the following conditions are satisfied: (1) (Ht,S) is safe if 3kd,, < snar. (2) (HI ,S) and (&S) are
safe if Zhm,, < smm and (3) (HI& (.%,s), end (&.Y) are all
safeif h,i., < sw Hence,if in the slowest and cheapesthardware

Software Concurrency

4 = 0 \ dxh E [Z/6,7/6]

Hardware

.r, = 0 \d% E [3/4,4/5]

SOftWiUC

Figure 2: Hardware Synchmnization
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Figure 4: Hardware Concurrency

configuration (Ht) the condition 3he, < smar is met, then we can
use HI instead of the costlier Hz and H3 hardware configurations.
4.5

Integrated

Codesign

AIternative

Inregrared Codesign Ahmotive
VeriJication (ICAV) handles the
case of complex embedded systems with more then one hardware
architectures and a multiprocessor system for executing the software. Several codesign alternatives may be produced and validated by a codesign methodology Normally the selection c&erion depends on either the cost (minimum cost) or the performance
(maximum throughput) or both (minimum cost-perfonuaoce ratio).
ICAV proposes a new criterion, namely Incomparibiliry Ratio of
SqYware-Hardware (IRSH), which is defined as the safest ratio of
hardware and software clock rates. By a saferatio, it means that
the ratio is either a minimum or a maximum that must be satisfied by an embedded system’s clock rates in order for the system
to be safe. IRSH is a global minimum ratio when there are purely
software synchronizations, it is a global maximum ratio when there
are purely hardware synchronizations, otherwise it is expressed as
a range with its lower bound being the minimum of all locally minimal ratios corresponding to software synchronizations end its upper bound being the maximum of all locally maximal ratios COTresponding to hardware synchronizations. This metric achieves a
better tradeoff between the hardware and the software than the
conventional cost-perfonuaoce ratio because the latter can be deceiving at times for very low costs and peak performaoces.
IRSH is best illustrated by an example as shown in Fig. 5.
There me two hardware alternatives with clock rates [3/Z, 15/8]
and [S/6,7/6] and two software alternatives with clock rates [3/4,
4/5] end [l/Z,S/S]. This example is a case of multiple software
synchronization. Table 1 shows the four different configurations
(C,, C2, C3, Cd) achievable by the two hardware end the two software alternatives along with their costs, performance values. and
cost-perfomxmce ratios. We observe that under different metrics
the best design configuration is different:
l

Figure 5: Integrated Cod&m

Verification

4.6

AUemstive

Software-Hardware-Interface

Verification

Veri&ation

A new modularized verification strategy celled Sofhvare-HaniwareInterface Verifcation (SHIV) is proposed for hardware-software
embedded systems. Generally, the software and the hardware of
an embedded system communicate either through au interface using communication protocols or through shared memory using synchronization variables. The interface is often explicit and important
in au embedded system. The SHIV strategy verh%z au embedded
system by verifying each part individually, namely the hardware,
the software, and the interface. The awme-guamnlee principle of
formal modular verification (141 is employed in SHIV. In verifying
(guamnreeing) the interface, it is assumed that both the hardware
and the software themselves are correct. Similarly, the principle is
applied to the other two parts: the hardware and the software.
In the context of the linear hybrid automata model. SHIV must
perform each of the following steps to verify a system
. S&vare Verification: The triggering conditions on the transitions interconnecting the interface and the software are assumed to be TRUE. All clock variables are either reset or
advanced a period of time depending on the triggering conditions on the above transitions.
. Hardware Verification: The triggering conditions on the tmnsitions interconnecting the interface and the hardware are assumed to be TRUE. All clock variables are either reset or
advanced a period of time depending on the triggering conditions on the above transitions.
. Inter&e Vwijication: The triggering conditions on the Vansitions interconnecting the interface and the hardware and on
the transitions interconnecting the interface and the software
are assumed to be TRUE. All clock variables are either reset or advanced a period of time depending on the triggering
conditions on the above transitions.

Cd has the least cost, hut it has a very poor perfomuuxe,

. Cl has the best perfomwnce, but it has a very high cost,
. Cz has the best cost-performance ratio, but on applying ICAV
we found that it has the largest software-hardware incompatibility (highest IRSH), which means synchronization and
other communications could require a large effort, and
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Ethernet

Bridge

Case Study

Besides the five elementary problems presented in the previous see
tion, we had applied our approach to several real-world systems.
An Ethernet Bridge [151 example is presented in this section for
illustration. It is assumed as in [IS] that the Ethernet LANs oper-

. C3 has the least IRSH, which means that the hardware and
the software are the least incompatible and thus achieves a
better hardware-software tradeoff than the others.
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case study was presented which showed bow SHIV could be used to
verify a system when the traditional approach failed. Future work
will include developing more strategies using the linear hybrid automata model to solve other coverification problems.
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Conclusion

A linear hybrid automata model based coverification approach was
proposed for hardware-software embedded systems. It was shown
how different time scales of the hardware and the software and the
environment could he handled by the model. Five commonly-found
elementary coverificakion problems were presented and solved nsing the proposed approach. A simplification strategy called SHIV
was also proposed for complex systems. Finally, an Ethernet Bridge
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